Who we are

Since 1996 Onit Group has been performing its activity in the ICT sector, in management consultancy and process management with passion, courage and enthusiasm. Focusing on two values, quality and reliability of services, our company has grown into a team of over a hundred people organised in various departments: Healthcare, Industry, Business Intelligence, Mobile and Services.

Solutions and services

Onit Group has set its corporate strategy on supplying software solutions and services targeted at design and optimization of health care processes by implementing a fully web-based ERP platform On.Health where the patient is the central element of the whole process of care for every organizational level: departmental, hospital and territorial.
On.Health is the software platform by Onit Group for the complete management of the clinical processes of health care organizations. The software, fully web-based, allows an integrated management of the patient along the entire Care Path, improving the quality of service, optimizing time and costs and ensuring an effective interaction between the different professional figures involved. The application is highly customizable and can be configured in relation to the services offered by individual health care facilities, both public and private.

On.Health is composed of a suite of modules based on a common applicative framework and integrable with third-party software (RIS, LIS, PACS) having implemented the international standards for the applicative cooperation (SOA, HL7). The applications, thanks to the technology used and to a modern design, are also available in CLOUD mode and with the pay per use formula and are accessible through the most advanced technologies, from the interactive touch-screen consoles to solutions in mobility (e.g. iphone, smartphones, tablets, etc.).

**OUTPATIENT SPECIALIST**

- Primary care
- Vaccinations
- Prosthetic
- CUP
- Cash and billing

**ADT AND WARD**

**Operating theatres**

**Counselling**

**DESIGN SERVICES**

Highly professional services in strategic areas are a characterising element of the activities that Onit Group offers its customers.

Technicians specialized and certified in Business Intelligence projects, in architectural revisions of Servers and Network and in projects of integration between heterogeneous systems, constitute a real guarantee of success of IT projects.

In particular for about 20 years Onit Group has been dealing with the problems related to IT systems in the world of health care and for this reason it has created its own division specialized in projects and Data Warehouse services, instruments for the management control (Budgeting and Planning) and executive control (KPIs and executive Dashboards), instruments for the management of the quality of the data and of support to the decisions of Healthcare Management.